
Advisory No: Adv/2020/Mar/018

Cyber Security Advisory : Weekly Mirai Activity Report

This data is to be considered as TLP:GREEN

Our trusted partner reported IoCs from statically analyzed Mirai samples identified over a week.
There are couple of things to be aware of while looking at this data:

* Network IOCs may be associated with binary distribution or one of the "cnc" or "report" functions.
* Network IOCs are identified from newly identified samples but may themselves not necessarily be
new.
* Because of the nature of the static analysis there is MODERATE confidence in the accuracy of
the network IOCs.

IOC:

STIX2 format: IOCs_Adv2020Mar018.json attached.
CSV format: IOCs_Adv2020Mar018.csv attached.
TEXT format: IOCs_Adv2020Mar018.txt attached.

Reference: Cisco Talos Intelligence

This document is distributed as TLP:GREEN. Recipients may share TLP: GREEN information with
peers and partner organizations within their sector or community, but not via publicly accessible
channels.

Advisory No: Adv/2020/Mar/019

Cyber Security Advisory: New Year, Same Rig

This data is to be considered as TLP:AMBER

Our trusted partner has observed an increase in activity of threat actor Rig exploit kit.The attack
chain begins with a request to beta[.]infopicked[.]com & results in a 302 error with the location
header set to redirect the victim to makemoneyeazzywith[.]me. This  technique is known as 302
cushioning and often used by exploit kits to redirect the victim to landing page. The request to
makemoneyeazzywith[.]me also results in a 302 error and redirect to the landing page.  After
deobfuscating the javascript on the landing page, it does some reconnaissance about
browser, plugins installed and, their versions. Based on this information, it decides which exploit to
use.   Based on these findings, the exploit kit served a browser exploit of CVE-2018-8174 in
Internet Explorer's VBScript engine.

Analyst’s Notes:

Rig has made some changes over the years, such as updating the exploits it uses and minor
changes to its URI structures, but it is one of the few exploit kits that has remained consistently
popular among threat actors.

IOC:

STIX2 format: IOCs_Adv2020Mar019.json attached.
CSV format: IOCs_Adv2020Mar019.csv attached.



TEXT format: IOCs_Adv2020Mar019.txt attached.

Reference: CISCO Talos Intelligence 

This document is distributed as TLP:AMBER. Recipients may only share TLP:AMBER information
with members of their own organization, and with clients or customers who need to know the
information to protect themselves or prevent further harm.

Advisory No: Adv/2020/Mar/020

Cyber Security Advisory: Weekly Trickbot Activity Report

This data is to be considered as TLP:AMBER

Our trusted partner has reported about a credential and information stealing malware named
Trickbot. The Trickbot is primarily spread through spam emails containing malicious URLs or
weaponized attachments. Once downloaded, it connects to a Command and Control (C2) server to
upload victim's data and receive instructions for various follow-on activities. The malware spreads
across a network by brute-forcing usernames and passwords, sending malspam that originate from
the infected user’s account, and leveraging the EternalBlue exploit to attack unpatched systems.

This report represents the observed activity of a week. While all IoCs have been identified, but not
all IoCs may be active at the time of this report.

STIX2 Format: IOCs_Adv2020Mar020.json attached.
CSV Format: IOCs_Adv2020Mar020.csv attached.
TEXT Format: IOCs_Adv2020Mar020.txt attached.

Reference: CISCO Talos Intelligence 

This document is distributed as TLP:AMBER. Recipients may only share TLP:AMBER information
with members of their own organization, and with clients or customers who need to know the
information to protect themselves or prevent further harm.

Advisory No: Adv/2020/Mar/021

Cyber Security Advisory: Emotet Weekly Hunt Report

This data is to be considered as TLP:AMBER

Emotet is one of the most widely distributed and actively developed malware families used by
cybercriminals. Its operators indiscriminately target individuals, companies, and government
entities across the world, stealing financial data and other sensitive information. Emotet began as a
banking trojan but now also functions as a dropper for other malware. The additional payloads can
be used to achieve more lucrative attacks, and often include threats like additional banking trojans,
information stealers, email harvesters, self-propagation mechanisms, and even ransomware.

Emotet is mostly spread through spam emails that contain embedded malicious URLs or
weaponized PDF or Word attachments. Once downloaded, Emotet injects code into processes that
are running on the system and connects to a Command and Control server to upload data and
receive instructions for various follow-on activities, including downloading additional modules and
malware onto the host. Emotet propagates across a network by brute forcing passwords, sending
malspam messages that originate from the infected user’s account, and leveraging the EternalBlue
exploit to attack unpatched systems.



Analyst’s Notes:

This report represents the observed activity of a week. These IOCs are derived from HIGH
confidence Emotet observances (based on mutex). All identified IOCs are detailed in the report and
may not be net new. 

IOC:

STIX2 Format : IOCs_Adv2020Mar021.json attached
CSV Format: IOCs_Adv2020Mar021.csv attached
TEXT Format: IOCs_Adv2020Mar021.txt attached

Reference: CISCO Talos Intelligence 


